
A junior high school student from

Southville International School and

Colleges (SISC) brought home a gold

medal from the Singapore and Asian

Schools Math Olympiad held last April

17, 2022. Ervin Joshua Bautista of Gr. 9

– Compassion finished in the top 8% of

one of the largest math contests in Asia

to receive the award.
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Ervin Joshua Bautista 
9 - Compassion

Bautista continued his winning streak by bagging another gold medal

in the Copernicus Math Olympiad held online last April 23, 2022. He

scored in the top 10% of the Grades 9 & 10 Category to receive the

medal plus a certificate of achievement.



To better understand the overall academic performance of students

while learning online, SISC recently conducted the annual Standards-

Based Assessment (SBA) in English, Math and Science from Senior

Kinder (SK) to Grade 10. The SBA results certify students’ mastery of

content and skills in a specific subject before they move on to the

next grade level.

The end-of-year standardized tests are also a way to measure the

impact of COVID-19 on learning and to support students with the

greatest needs academically. The test results can help measure the

unique impact of the pandemic on individual students and provide

help to those who need it most. 

Students take standardized tests





Southville International School affiliated with Foreign Universities (SISFU)

is making available short courses in creativity in the workplace, and cyber

security from their De Montfort University faculty. With the current global

pandemic forcing a shift in the business landscape, the one-off

specialized sessions will equip participants with the tools and knowledge

to adapt, succeed and thrive in this time of unprecedented disruption.

To know more the courses and to register, please click the links below:

Learn from the best in the SISFU short

courses

Is your organization safe from hackers? Our Cyber Security
Certificate Short Course can help! Registration Form 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeHh2BXFeRRGdbE9yNAppe76wLBqVkBgEMMzqO8K15f8qC-PQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeHh2BXFeRRGdbE9yNAppe76wLBqVkBgEMMzqO8K15f8qC-PQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeHh2BXFeRRGdbE9yNAppe76wLBqVkBgEMMzqO8K15f8qC-PQ/viewform




Social-Emotional Learning Corner

(SEL)
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